[hailourtruegod] wrote:
What's your opinion of what's the deal with antifa? Like what's their end goal? They seem to be getting less popular. A lot less, every single day they riot and attack innocent people. To the point some weirdos think it's Trump ordering them to destroy buildings and attack and harass people so they can the rest of country will vote for him. That's obviously b.s. as you can see their hatred in their eyes when they talk about whites, Trump and the police but is antifa really that stupid to not see they're making everyone hate them? Are they, the (((leaders))), just that confident that media has their back? The ones on the fields are made up of many mentally ill people and blatant jews so they fail at getting the right propaganda pieces they need. Or am just in a bubble and the majority of citizens really believe antifa is an idea and are the good guys?

Then the other thought I like to rely on the most is that their major failure is the result of the F-RTR and it just shows the enemy is desperate.

Lastly it didn't dawn on me that there's probably a lot of jews in the proud boys. Duh there's most likely a lot of them in there. Thanks for the heads up. It'll be a shame if they really are ran from pissrael.

ANTIFA is a violent revolutionary group that is basically Communists that have named themselves as they are supposedly "Anti Fascist", in order to not name themselves Marxists or Communists.

They exist in European and American politics and most of the time they loot, raze, burn, and riot. This has mostly been their purpose until now. As for their payment sources, it's Soros and others who have been feeding these movements most of the time.

They consider it justified to kill a person randomly even if this person is not even a "Nazi". They perceive skinheads everywhere as usual. ANTIFA stands for "Anti Fascist" and nowadays everyone who doesn't follow the whole trail of the communist left that is being built, is definitely a fascist.

That is enough for them to want to kill them and/or raze cities to the ground. ANTIFA used to react to the so called "Far Right" but now they react to basically anything because according to jews everyone who is not entirely on board with
Jews is actually Adolf Hitler and a Nazi.

Normal "ANTIFA" confrontations have the aim of burning cops alive with molotovs and other things like that. They say this is all somehow to fight the "Authorities" but commonly they are seen as the long hand of authority. Whenever there is something the government wants to enforce, they utilize ANTIFA as a violent revolutionary counter-front, and then use excessive force to implement said law etc, because "look what happened these revolutionaries wanted to oppose the good government that wanted to microchip you or something! oy vey!".

At least in European politics ANTIFA is a sanctuary organization that always escapes the fangs of the law and everything else and somehow keeps existing for decades despite of how many crimes they do or commit. Sometimes they go
as far as to plot to overthrow governments, and governments even if knowing they do not do a thing. This can escalate to violence and social destruction. Then, governments use this as an excuse to increase policing and other things, but they never bust them down.

They are also discovered in many European countries to have Government ties in that the Governments just utilize them [or the deep state in the case of the US] to basically agitate and ruin civilization on jewish commands or for whatever is necessary at the time. For example sometimes the ANTIFA is used to empower the actual government sitting, or they can be used to try to cause violent subversion of it. It all depends on what the jew wants out of them.

In this case it wouldn't be unlikely ANTIFA is controlled by the left entirely, or even the Democrats at this point [or that at least the Democrats give them silent lip service]. They may even utilize them if they lose the election with other proxy groups to just assault the United States like they did with Floyd.

ANTIFA also has positions such as they want the abolishing of law entirely, or the police entirely. They praise Marx, Stalin, Trotsky and other "Revolutionaries". Many of them also are all about "Das Kapital" and the rest of the jewish garbage.

ANTIFA is yet another jewish tentacle that has served very well for a lot of time their jewish masters with a lot of loyalty. It is not an "idea".

The idea of their is to "Break Nazis", but as we all know anyone is a Nazi now that the left doesn't like, such as Blacks who support Trump, Mexicans who look after themselves, Asians that don't vote Democrats, and lastly Whites that have the simplest requests such was wanting a veteran pension after sacrificing half their body to defend the United States.

So that the ANTIFA and other cuckolds can actually enjoy razing cities on Soros Jew money.

The "End Goal" of the ANTIFA is to just go around and burn things and stuff, and whatever they are instructed to cause social unrest through violence. They are used as a destabilizing factor in society. While they don't have a lot of traction as they frequently commit arson, murder and all sorts of other crimes, they are there as an appealing group of communists which are used to cause social damage.

Trump could easily win the elections without any ANTIFA as he has all the support he needs, so in this given case, it's more logical to perceive that the left is actually using them as they are using the mass media right now. Biden refusing to condemn them while Trump was forced to condemn "White Supremacists" is revealing. They clearly want the ANTIFA to keep existing. They were also mentioned so that they were given publicity.
Most of the time they are monkeys on drugs in a rage mode and nothing else, sort of how those that were razing the US were during the "Floyd" incident. However as with the George Floyd incident the deep state is very happy to assist them, as they assist rioters in general. This is necessary when they don't like a given government or for party antagonism between the left and right.

People who work honestly and try to build their future pay the price for these bullshit jewish games of deception.